
ACCESSORIES
REBEL 1100

Do you really need  
a clutch lever?
The Dual Clutch Transmission made its worldwide debuts for motorbikes in 2010 

with the Honda VFR 1200. It has been constantly improved since then. DCT allows 

the rider to focus on accelerating, turning and braking, rather than gear shifting. This 

increases confidence and control for the rider. The DCT is completely different from the 

automatic transmission used by most scooters: it is structurally a conventional 6-speed 

transmission electronically controlled. 

US Spec Shown
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STREET TOUR

08HME-MLA-S21 08HME-MLA-T21

Head Light Cowl with stay •

Short Front Fender •

18'' Wheel Stripes Kit (Front) •

16'' Wheel Stripes Kit (Rear) •

Tank Center Pad •

Tank Sides Pads •

Diamond Main Seat Special (Black) •

Right Saddle Bag with support •

Left Saddle Bag with support •

Rear Carrier •

Backrest with Comfort Pad •

US Spec Shown

Accessories Packs
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SCREEN COWL
08ESY-MLA-SC 

With its classic style, the Screen Cowl offers the 
maximum protection to the riders looking for 
long-distance cruising.
Stays and attachment are included.

SHORT FRONT FENDER
08P70-MLA-D00 

The Short Front Fender Panel is a high quality panel, 
with a Rebel logo stripe, designed to fit in the front 
of your bike providing lightness and adding a sporty 
design.

CENTER TANK PAD
08P70-MLA-A00

The tank’s rubber-made pad is exclusively designed 
to fit the tank shape, protecting it from scratches. 
The center tank pad has the “Rebel” logo.
The diamond-cut pattern on the surface match-
es the wadding design of the special seat (sold 
separately).

SIDE TANK PADS SET
08P71-MLA-A00

These rubber-made pads are exclusively designed 
to fit the tank shape, protecting it from scratches. 
They contribute to a better handling by improving 
the grip from the knees.

WHEEL STRIPES
08F70-MLA-A00ZA / 08F71-MLA-A00ZA

Available in Mat Axis Gray Metallic, the wheel 
stripes add a final touch and protection to our rims. 
Each kit can underline one wheel, the front one or 
the rear one:
• 16" Rear Wheel Stripes 08F70-MLA-A00ZA 
• 18" Front Wheel Stripes 08F71-MLA-A00ZA

HEAD LIGHT COWL
08ESY-MLA-HL

Adopt the power cruiser style with this head light 
cowl. It will also make your ride more comfortable 
by reducing the wind pressure to your upper body. 
The stay is included.

Design & Protection

21YM Action Photo
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DIAMOND MAIN SEAT 
08R75-MLA-A00ZA / 08R75-MLA-A00ZB

Thanks to its distinctive pattern and its luxurious 
leather material, the Diamond Seat will make your 
Rebel 1100 stand out. It will also improve sig-
nificantly your comfort for long-distance riding. 
Availabe in 2 colours:
• Buffalo Brown 08R75-MLA-A00ZA
• Black 08R75-MLA-A00ZB

MAIN SEAT 25MM FORWARD 
08R80-MLA-A00ZA

This seat adopts the same design as the Standard 
seat but its extra 25mm padding at the rear brings 
the hips of the rider closer to the handlebars for a 
more relaxed and comfortable position.

DIAMOND MAIN SEAT SPECIAL 
08R72-MLA-J00ZA / 08R72-MLA-J00ZB

This main seat special boosts the wild design of the 
Rebel thanks to its diamond-stitch wadding. The 
welder-patterned process used to mark the surface 
protects the foam against humidity. The seating 
position is moved forward by 25mm in this version.
Available in 2 colours:
• Buffalo Brown 08R72-MLA-J00ZA
• Black 08R72-MLA-J00ZB

BACKREST KIT 
08ESY-MLA-BR

To offer a smooth ride to your pillion, equip your 
Rebel 1100 with this backrest kit including a com-
fortable pad.

BROWN PASSENGER SEAT
08R73-MLA-J00ZA

Add a passenger seat, in buffalo brown, and it will 
boost the wild design of the Rebel. This passenger 
seat matches perfectly with accessory brown rider 
seats.

GRIP HEATERS WITH ATTACHMENT
08ESY-MLA-GH

Extremely slim heated grips with smart heat alloca-
tion and 5 different heat levels. The selected level is 
displayed on the meter. An integrated circuit pro-
tects the battery from draining.

LEFT SADDLE BAG (LARGE)
08L05-K87-A31

Made of a sturdy and lightweight ballistic nylon, 
this 14 litres capacity saddle bag adds to the tough 
style of your Rebel. It can be attached/detached in 
one touch thanks to its three-point adapter (sold 
separately). Equipped with a waterproof inner bag 
and easy to carry, this practical saddlebag is a 
must-have for everyday use. The Left Saddle Bag 
Support is not included.

SADDLE BAG SUPPORT
08L72-MLA-J01 / 08L73-MLA-J01

This support is required for saddlebag attachment 
on your motorcycle.
Saddlebags are sold separately and can be mount-
ed with or without the Rear Carrier.
• Right side 08L72-MLA-J01 
• Left side 08L73-MLA-J01

REAR CARRIER
08L70-MLA-J00

The Rear Carrier allows to carry additional luggage, 
providing rope hooks on each side for securing 
cargo. At the same time, improves pillion comfort 
by offering grabbing points, while being compatible 
with the Passenger Backrest and the Saddle Bags 
Supports.
Allowable cargo load: 3.0 kg

SOLO CARRIER
08L71-MLA-J00

The Solo Carrier replaces the passenger seat. It 
enables to secure additional luggage while enhanc-
ing the "Custom" appearance thanks to the curved 
geometry and the Rebel logo. Allowable cargo load: 
1.5 kg

RIGHT SADDLE BAG (SMALL)
08L04-K87-A31

Made of a sturdy and lightweight ballistic nylon, this 
10 litres capacity saddle bag adds to the tough style 
of your Rebel. It can be attached/detached in one 
touch thanks to its three-point adapter (sold sepa-
rately). Equipped with a waterproof inner bag and 
easy to carry, this practical saddlebag is a must-have 
for everyday use. The Right Saddle Bag Support is 
not included.

WINDSHIELD*
08R71-MLA-A30

This windshield, which is fitted on the screen cowl, 
improves the overall comfort of the rider by reducing 
the airflow around rider’s arms and shoulders. The 
same protection applies for adverse weather keeping 
the body drier and warmer and against flying debris. 
It has a polycarbonate surface processed with a hard 
coating to make the surface resistant to damage.

Comfort Luggage

*Only applicable to the Rebel Touring version CMX1100T.
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